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Please call Member Services at View all Smart Vehicles. Although the second-generation Smart
is improved, it's still not a smart choice unless easy parking is a priority. Tiny dimensions and a
diminutive turning circle make it a breeze to park. Handling is fairly responsive, but the ride is
jittery and jumpy. Noise and vibration from the turbocharged, three-cylinder, hp engine buzzes
through the car. The six-speed dual-clutch automatic is better than the original's rocky-shifting
transmission but still causes idle vibration. Given the car's size and slow acceleration, you'd
expect better than 36 mpg overall on premium fuel. Funky interior details and cheerful colors
and textures abound, and the tall stance eases cabin access. For , only the electric-drive
version is available. This tiny two-seater was one of our lowest-rated cars, though it's good on
gas, a snap to park, and easily sparks conversations. Access to the cabin is very easy and the
seats are comfortable too. Power comes from a 1. It also has a harsh ride, clumsy handling, and
an automated manual transmission that has the worst shift quality we've ever experienced. Gear
changes are awkwardly executed, causing the car to pause and heave, which rocks occupants
fore and aft. We've measured 39 mpg overall, but the Smart requires premium fuel. And, truth be
told, given its size, the car really should return much better fuel economy. Inside, it doesn't feel
as tiny and vulnerable as it looks. With a hp, 0. The car quickly loses speed when climbing hills.
Shifts are disturbingly slow, causing the car to lurch and lose significant speed during shifts.
Handling is reluctant. Steering is vague, and the ride is jittery. At 45 mpg, it goes only one mile
further on a gallon of fuel than a Toyota Prius. At least it attracts a lot of grins from onlookers.
Show Older Smarts. Who Owns Which Car Brands? A road map to auto industry ownership and
partnerships. Latest Smart Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. The Smart Fortwo stylized as "smart fortwo" is a rear-engine, rear-wheel-drive ,
2-passenger hatchback microcar manufactured and marketed by the Smart division of the
German multinational Daimler AG , introduced in , now in its third generation. The first
generation was internally designated as the W build series, introduced at the Paris Motor Show.
The W build series was introduced at the Bologna Motor Show. Marketed in 46 [7] countries
worldwide, Fortwo production had surpassed 1. Development of what ultimately became the
Smart Fortwo started before , originally as Swatch car of Nicolas Hayek in co-operation with
Volkswagen. With a design focused on a modern microcar with an electric or hybrid drive, VW
vacillated, disputes with Hayek ensued, and Hayek turned to Mercedes. When MCC abandoned
the original concept and the planned electric or hybrid drive, both Hayek and senior
development team members left the project. The Fortwo is noted for its 2. With the second
generation, Smart introduced a version with automatic start-stop , marketed as the MHD, or
Micro-Hybrid Drive â€”offered only in certain markets. A sport model, marketed as the Brabus
model, has been available in both generations, and Daimler introduced the Smart electric drive ,
an all-electric version, in In , the New York Museum of Modern Art MoMa introduced a first
generation Fortwo into its permanent collection the only vehicle to be included into the
collection while still in series production , [16] and in the Fortwo was voted the Best Microcar
for the fifth year in a row by readers of the Chinese edition of Auto, Motor und Sport. Auto,
Motor und Sport cites a drag coefficient Cd of 0. The first and second-generation Fortwo models
employ an automated manual transmission , designed and manufactured by Getrag , where the
clutch is computer-controlled via electrohydraulics, eliminating the need for a clutch pedal. The
first generation used a six-speed version, and the second generation uses a five-speed version,
model 5AMT Input from floor-mounted shifter or optional steering-wheel-mounted paddles
controls a servo-operated clutch and an automated manual gearbox. The vehicle may be driven
in automatic mode early models had the option of fully automatic mode or standard "soft-tip"
which was manual mode indicated by no button on the gearshift or in semi-automatic
half-automatic mode via paddle-shifters, where the operator controls the shift points but cannot
feather or adjust the speed of the clutch. From , revised transmission software enabled
smoother and faster gear changes. The software, available via an ECU upgrade, was also made
available for second generation cars, with a new battery as required. Third-generation models
receive a five-speed manual transmission or dual-clutch automatic transmission. With an
overall length first generation: 2. Austria, New Zealand and California [23]. The first-generation,
build series W, debuted in and received a facelift in The engines are turbocharged with three
cylinders. Trim levels include the Pure, Pulse, and Passion. The range received a minor interior
facelift for model year with standard knee airbags, new instrument cluster, more extensive cloth
trimming for the top of the instrument panel, circular rather than rectangular outboard dash
vents, optional multimedia system with a 6. For model year all Fortwos received a minor exterior

facelift with revised lower facias, front and rear, and a relocated brand emblem located inside
rather than above the front grille. The second generation Fortwo remained the lightest
production car on sale in Europe. German tuner company Brabus, in a joint venture with Smart,
has developed a high powered version of the 1. A small 0. EU fuel consumption testing for the
combined cycle rates the 1. The technology features an automated start-stop system , and a
belt-driven starter-generator, which replaces both the starter and alternator. The mhd version of
the Fortwo is not available in the United States or Canada. As a part of the vehicle's Tridion cell
and crash management system, the front crumple zone is maximized by the rear-mounted
engine location. The Fortwo received the "Good" score in 8 of 11 measured injury categories.
Also, there was too much intrusion into the footwell of the Smart Fortwo. The dummy movement
was not well controlled. Euro NCAP crash results: [38]. An all-electric version of the Fortwo, the
Smart Fortwo electric drive , began development in The third-generation Smart electric drive
was scheduled to be launched in the U. Brabus styled BRABUS is a sport package that include
a sport exhaust with dual center tips, sport suspension, front and inch rear wheels, power
steering and various Brabus visual cues. An originally planned turbocharged engine was not
included. Designed under the direction of Kai Sieber with designer Michael Gebhardt, the third
generation made its worldwide debut on July 16, , [5] having been jointly developed with
Renault. The third generation is available as the 3-door 2-seater internally designated as the C
build series [3] and 5-door 4-seater internally designated the W build series , marketed as the
Fortwo and Forfour, respectively. The third generation Fortwo is powered by either of two
3-cylinder engines: a 1. All versions come with either a manual five-speed gearbox or
"twinamic" dual-clutch automatic transmission instead of the previous 'Softouch' system.
Smartville, where the W and W build series have been manufactured, underwent a million euro
upgrade beginning in mid, in preparation for the C Fortwo. The smart fortwo cabrio launched
globally in Cabrio models received additional safety cell reinforcements to compensate for the
roof openings, including torsional bulkheads beneath the car, a crossbar behind the passenger
seats sometimes referred to as a basket handle , and additional reinforcement of the A-pillars.
Smart claims the standard power soft top will open or close in 12 seconds, and can be operated
at any speed. At market launch, 5 soft top colors were offered; black, red, grey, beige and
brown. The smart fortwo cabrio features removable roof bars that stow into an integrated
storage space in the fortwo's rear tailgate. When removed, these roof bars allow for a fully
open-air driving experience. The fortwo's roof bars are not integrated into the safety structure of
the car, and only house the guide rails for the soft top to close. This change was to further align
with the upcoming Mercedesâ€”EQ brand in which all Mercedes-Benz produced electric
vehicles would receive EQ branding. The rebranding occurred for global March production, or
Model Year Both the coupe and cabrio electric drive models lost the electric drive badges front
and rear and received smart EQ fortwo badges in their place, and received updated graphics in
the optional smart Media-System. In autumn , smart presented the new facelift models, to be
available with electric drive only, beginning in Tech specs remained the same. The smart was
initially available only in left-hand-drive form, as the floorpan allowed only for a left-hand-drive
version. Smart subsequently designed a floorpan for right-hand-drive models. The Fortwo is
now marketed in 37 countries worldwide. Australia : The Smart Fortwo was marketed through
select Mercedes-Benz dealers in Australia from to in only the middle 'Pulse' range, and with the
petrol engine. Mercedes-Benz stopped selling the Smart brand in Australia in due to declining
sales. The smart fortwo was officially marketed through select Mercedes-Benz dealers in Brazil
only from to exclusively in its second generation , only with petrol engines. It was offered with
the "micro-hybrid drive" natural aspirated engine mhd in standard configuration with a special
edition named "Brazilian Edition" which was offered only in yellow in reference to the Brazilian
Flag with a Brazilian flag sticker on both sides, and turbocharged versions named "standard"
no name , Tritop and Passion. In , Mercedes-Benz decided to discontinue offer of the fortwo in
Brazilian market, hence Brazilian customers never had the option of the There are also a few Ws
in Brazil, although they weren't officially imported by Mercedes-Benz and have no official
support. In October , the Smart " vending machine " road show had the first stop in Shenyang
and began the Fortwo's pre-order period. Japan : The Fortwo is one of few non-Japanese cars
ever to fulfil the regulations for Kei cars. The smart fortwo was introduced in Canada in
September and sold through Mercedes-Benz dealers. Diesels do not require such a system
because the fuel is not volatile, so the cdi was certified instead. Demand was initially heavy,
with up to six-month waiting lists in major urban areas in the spring of The white car is a
cabriolet, as are two of the red ones. In , Canada received only the gasoline model because the
diesel version did not meet Canadian emission standards. The fortwo carries a 1. The has sold
very well in Canada: over 12, were registered between the start of and the end of The lack of a
diesel option has hindered sales to some owners of the diesel s. Smart Canada released ten

10th anniversary edition smart Fortwo cars in February The cars carry a number plate on the
dash to signify its production number out of ten. Smart Canada also commissioned Busch
Automodelle GmbH to produce scale versions with a black tridion , of which 10, were made. In
June , a Smart Fortwo was exhibited in the U. Subsequently, the second generation Smart
Fortwo Model became available in January After the product's launch, sales have surpassed
production and the reservation program continued as a "wait list" program. A door opening
during a side impact crash increases the likelihood of occupant ejection. For model years and
later, the U. Modifications for the grey market vehicles included DOT certified headlights, front
and rear side marker lights, reinforced doors for additional side impact protection, an odometer
in miles rather than kilometres, and soft padding on the interior pillars and ceiling.
Approximately 1, model year , , and cars were imported. Significant upgrades, including power
steering, eight airbags, alarm, Bluetooth capability and crosswind assist technology were made
standard. The Smart Fortwo also received a new engine, the 0. Both a 5-speed manual
transmission and a 6-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission are offered. The Cabrio model
makes use of the same gasoline engine and transmissions as the C Fortwo Coupe. A new 7. In
February , Smart USA announced the brand would discontinue gasoline vehicle sales after the
model year and focus purely on battery electric vehicles. The year marked 10 years of Smart
Fortwo sales in the United States, and the brand offered a special 10th anniversary edition
specific to the United States market to celebrate. The edition was available for Passion and
Prime lines of the Fortwo Coupe, and consisted of:. In April sales were terminated in the U. The
vehicle never met sales goals. The smart fortwo was officially marketed through select
Mercedes-Benz dealers in South-Africa only with petrol engines. The judge cited that "if a
vehicle varies in its technical specification, then any external similarities are irrelevant. From
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Hambach , France. Subcompact car Microcar [1]. Smart Roadster Smart Forfour. Field testing of
the electric Smart Fortwo began in London with units in The second generation was introduced
in and was available in 18 markets around the world for leasing or through the Car2Go
carsharing service in selected cities, with over 2, units delivered. More than 8, units of the
second and third generation Smart ED were sold in North America and Europe between and
June , [3] [8] [9] of which, over 6, units are third generation variants. Since , the
fourth-generation Smart Electric Drive is being sold. The first Smart electric drive vehicles were
modified by Zytek Electric Vehicles. They were powered by a rear-mounted motor driving the
rear wheels. It ran on The second generation, Smart ED2, was introduced in to 18 markets with
the objective to gather experience about how customers use and charge electric vehicles.
Daimler initially planned to build 1, vehicles, but as demand exceeded the company's
expectations, more than 2, Smart Fortwo electric drive cars were produced. The electric cars
were available for leasing or through the Car2Go carsharing service in San Diego , Amsterdam
and Vancouver. The Smart ED2s have a As part of a three-phase roll-out program, phase two

began with field testing in Berlin in December with units out of that will be deployed in
Germany. Testing also was conducted in Canada; and in in selected markets in Asia. Phase
three of the program is mass production , which was scheduled to begin with the model year. In
the United States sales were scheduled to begin in with the model year. Based on this joint
venture , Daimler planned to use the improved traction motors with the third generation of
Smart electric drive cars scheduled to go on sale in Over 2, units of the second generation
models were leased between and October in 18 markets around the world. This pricing is before
taxes or any government tax credits or rebates available. When reserving the electric car online,
San Diego Car2Go members are able to see the battery's state of charge , so if the customer
wants to go for an extended drive, the option is available to find the right car for that trip.
Several features will be controlled remotely through a smart drive application for the iPhone.
Online reservations are scheduled to begin in the fourth quarter The third-generation Smart
electric drive was released in the US in May with 60 units delivered that month. In February ,
Smart announced it would be offering the model year nationwide, not just in the CARB states as
the model year was. Global sales of the third generation model reached 4, units during It
included bright white body colour, chrome-plated tridion cell, a wing made of transparent
fibreglass and decorated with rocket-shaped elements that light up red, wider rear tyres and
wider rear wheel arches, wheel rims are shaped like aeroplane propellers, bright
chromium-plated "eyebrows" above its front headlights, chromium-plated top half of the mirror
caps and the frame around the radiator grille, fine white nappa leather upholstery at instrument
panel, seats and door trim; diamond stitching at seat insert areas and the centre panels in the
doors, bright chromium-plated side air inlets. Production version was planned in in limited
quantities. The fourth generation model, [10] based on the C, was made available for sale in the
US on 9 August , as a model; European sales started earlier the same year. The charge rate is 7.
Also available as a cabriolet, it is the only current production electric convertible in the world. A
facelifted model was unveiled in , for the model year. Starting from this generation, the electric
Smart is also available as a 5-door hatchback. The battery capacity is Smart Fortwo electric
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New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Smart Fortwo Features and Specs Year
Trim Select Trim. Overview fortwo proxy coupe Package Includes. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive.
Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System MPI. Maximum Horsepower RPM 89 Maximum Torque RPM
Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code Number of Transmission Speeds
5. First Gear Ratio :1 NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 NA. Third Gear Ratio :1 NA. Fourth Gear Ratio :1
NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Reverse Ratio :1 NA. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4. Clutch Size NA. Fuel

Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width,
without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches
Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches Interior Dimensions. Total
Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder
Room inches Front Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet NA.
Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type
Strut. Rear Suspension Type Other. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors,
diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches 8. Rear Drums,
diameter x width inches 8. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 16 X 4. Front Wheel
Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 16 X 5. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel
Size inches NA. Spare Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead
weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum
Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum
Alternator Capacity amps NA. Engine: 1. Wheels: 16" 5-Twin Spoke Alloy. Bucket Seats. Crash
Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
From: in. Shipping To: in. Zip is Invalid. Please check vehicle type should be Automobile or
Motorcycle. Document type should be appropriate for International shipping. Please note, the
following damage may be present on the vehicle: REAR END and , which can be viewed more
closely by examining the photos included on this page. Want more information for this
particular auto auction? Interested in bidding on this vehicle? Check the licensing requirements
for this state to determine whether or not you need a business license to bid. As of now, the
sale date is Mon. Jan 25, To search, bid on, and buy thousands of used and salvage vehicles for
sale at Copart, start by registering for Basic or Premier Membership. Once you find a vehicle
you want, go to the Lot Details page to place a bid. If the vehicle is already in the live online
auction, join the auction and bid in real time! State laws determine what you may bid on, based
on whether you buy vehicles for business or personal use. If you have business licenses, be
sure to submit them through the license uploader. You may preview vehicles at Copart
locations during normal business hours. Find your local Copart by searching locations. All bids
are binding and all sales are final. What This Means. Your Bid:. If your bid is the high pre-bid it
will be represented in the live auction. When pre-bid and live bid amounts are equal the bid
placed during the live auction is considered the winning bid. Your new Maximum Bid cannot be
less than the Current Bid. We will reduce your Maximum Bid to the value entered or the current
Bid whichever is greater. If you wish to keep or increase your current Maximum Bid click the
cancel button below to close the window. Due to licensing restrictions you are unable to bid on
this lot. However the following options are available for unlicensed buyers. All title processing
required to sell these vehicles has been completed and submitted to the proper titling authority.
Copart is waiting for DMV processing to be completed. When DMV processing is completed,
these vehicles will be assigned to an actual sale. Members bidding on these vehicles will be

notified by email when the vehicle is assigned to a sale. They are also NOT eligible for bidding
yet. While it is our objective to provide the most current, up-to-date and reliable information to
you, Copart makes no representation to the accuracy of the information on this build sheet.
Furthermore, users should undertake sufficient verification to determine the suitability for their
own particular purpose of any information or products provided by this build sheet. Powered
by:. Your bid will remain confidential throughout the process and will not be visible to other
bidders. You should therefore bid the maximum you believe is required to win the lot. You may
submit a higher bid at any time during the auction which will supersede your previous bid. After
the sale closes our automated system will determine the highest bid and award the lot to that
bidder. Your bid must be within the bid increments. Please review the table below. Then try your
bid again. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only one
increment in the event your entered bid is tied with a bid from another member. If your bid is the
highest bid, then your bid will NOT be incremented. Our increments are based on the following
table :. Copart expressly disclaims the accuracy of any vehicle identification numbers VIN. Such
information may not be used or relied upon for bidding purposes or for any other reason. See
Vehicle Disclaimer. I understand that the information in the Vehicle History Report is provided
by Experian and that Experian is solely responsible for the content of the Vehicle History
Report. Copart does not guarantee the accuracy of the information in the Vehicle History
Report. I have read and agree to the terms listed above. Please note that the ProQuote values
provided in the Market Guide report are provided as of a point in time and subject to change.
Copart is not responsible for any loss or expense resulting from use of or reliance upon any
information contained in the Market Guide. Please click "Confirm" to accept this offer. We
apologize for the inconvenience, but this vehicle is not eligible for a Condition Report.
Condition Reports cannot be purchased for vehicles that:. Condition Reports give you the
information you need on the vehicles you want. You can also benefit from our high-quality
photos and information to help you make an informed bidding decision. Please enter a full UK
postcode to obtain a delivery quote. Unfortunately we are unable to process your request,
please contact the Operation Centre for more information. Unfortunately, this Operations Centre
is unable to provide a delivery service to the postcode entered. Please provide an alternative
address. Please contact the Operating Centre for a Delivery Price. You must be a CrashedToys
or Copart Member to perform this action. Your Password is expired. Please contact member.
DRIVE includes third-party condition reports, an industry-standard run light system, an
arbitration policy and more! Do not show this message again. Export Lot x. Email Print. Bid
Information. Click Image to Zoom. Lot will be delivered to Add new delivery location. Estimated
Delivery Cost. Cancel Submit Address. From: in Shipping To: in. Order Status: Status
Unavailable. This will cancel your delivery order for Lot. If you want to continue the cancellation
click Cancel Delivery below. Otherwise choose Go Back. Go Back Cancel Delivery. Enter your
Zip Code below to quote delivery based on your location. Zip Code. Cancel Quote. Pickup
Delivery is already in process with a transporter. Order Delivery option cannot be selected for
this lot at this moment. Please cancel transporter in order to proceed with order delivery. Select
your port: Select Port. Get Quote. You have successfully ordered delivery. We will be in touch
shortly with further details. Highlights: Run and Drive. Secondary Damage:. Engine Type: No.
Drive: Rear-wheel drive. Keys: YES. Notes: There are no Notes for this Lot. Inspection Services.
Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market Guide Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First
Name Required. First Name can only contain letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only
contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with
our state licensing map. Bid Information Glossary. Find More Like This. Sale Information. Sale
Date: Mon. Your Bid Has Been Registered. Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a broker Brokers
can help you with the buying process. Get started. Regarding Lots NOT assigned to an auction.
Technical Specifications. Standard Equipment. Preview Location ,. Preview Hours CST. After
Sale Pick up Location: ,. After Sale Pick up hours:. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase
your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event your entered bid is tied by a live
virtual bidder. If your bid is the highest bid then your bid will NOT be incremented. Your current
bid exceeds your available limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can upgrade to Premier
Membership or increase your bid limits here. If you are a Premier Member, your daily bidding
limits will reset tomorrow. To increase daily limits, contact your local Copart Location to find
out more. Model Year First Registered Date. Engine Size. Wheel Plan Rear-wheel drive. Cancel
Continue. Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA Values. ProQuote Results. List of Comparable
Sales. View a Sample Report. Purchase Report Cancel. If you are a Basic Member you can
upgrade to Premier Membership. If you would like to see the AutoCheck report for this lot,
please contact your Broker. OK Close. Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a
purchasable assessment of vehicle features and con
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dition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and damage Tire
information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report. Condition
report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location. Are
sublots. Order Status:. For international inquiries, contact export copart. Estimate 0.
International Shipping Information. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be
Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your
shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be
expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

